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ABSTRACT 
We show that if A is an M-matrix for which the length of the longest simple cycle 
in its associated undirected graph C(A) is at most 3, then every minor of A has 
determined sign (nonnegative or nonpositive), independent of the magnitudes of the 
matrix entries. Consequently, if A and B are M-matrices such that C(A) and G(B) 
are subgraphs of an undirected graph with longest simple cycle at most 3, then all 
principal minors of AB are nonnegative. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A = [ai j] is a real (singular or nonsingular) M-matrix of order n, and 
det A[RIS] denotes the minor of A retaining rows R and columns S, where 
R and S are strictly increasing sequences of the same length from N = 
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{L%..., n }. The principal submatrix A[ R]R] is abbreviated to A [ R]. This 
paper focuses ou the question of when each minor of A has determined sign, 
i.e., each minor is always nonnegative or is always nonpositive, independent 
of the magnitude of the entries aij. As all principal minors are nonnegative, 
we need only consider nonprincipal minors. Clearly all order-l nonprincipal 
minors are nonpositive and all order-(n - 1) minors have determined sign 
(because A - i > 0 if A is nonsingular, and by continuity if A is singular, since 
A + EZ is a nonsingular M-matrix for all E > 0). Similarly, all almost principal 
minors have determined sign (because A [ R] ~ ’ > 0 for all R). Thus the sign 
(nonnegative or nonpositive) of each minor of order 1, rt - 1, or n of an 
M-matrix is determined. However, other minors can in general be of either 
sign, depending upon the magnitudes of the a i j. 
To proceed further, we restrict the class of M-matrices to those with 
undirected graph G(A) having the length of the longest simple cycle, 
denoted by m(G( A)), at most 3. [G(A) has node set N, and an edge from i 
to j iff either a i j # 0 or a ji z 0.1 For minors of order 2 we need only consider 
detA[ij(kZ]=aikajl-ailujk, where i,j,k,Z are distinct. At least one of 
these entries of A must be zero [else m( G( A)) = 41, and thus because of the 
M-matrix sign pattern, the sign of this minor is determined by G(A). This 
observation can be used to show by induction that if R n S = 0, then the sign 
of det A[ RIS] is fixed (independent of the magnitudes of the aij). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The remarks in the introduction show that for an M-matrix of order n G 3 
the sign of every minor is determined; and when m(G(A)) < 3 and n = 4, 
the sign of every minor is determined by G(A). For m(G(A)) = 2, we were 
able to find an expression for any minor (see [l]); this approach becomes 
intractable when we allow m(G(A)) = 3. We proceed by introducing some 
additional notation, and note that all of the following results of this section 
hold for an arbitrary square matrix A. The directed graph D(A) has node set 
N and a directed edge from i to j iff aij # 0. If { (Y~ 11 < i < m) are elements 
of N such that c = (Y~(Y~ . . . a,,(~~ is a directed cycle of length rn in D(A), 
then the value E of the cycle is the product u~,~~u_, . . uazr,,,. A graph- 
theoretic expression for the determinant of a matrix A (see [3]) is 
detA=(-1)” c ( - I1%,&, . . . c;,,,> 
nr*+ ‘~‘+rn”=n 
where c” ,,,,, . . . , E ,,,, denote the values of disjoint simple cycles c ,,,,, . . . , c,,,% in 
D(A) of lengths m I,. . . , m, respectively. 
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Let P= {P1,Pz,...,Pr}, Y= {Y~,Y~,...,Y,}, and a= {~l,~za...,q) be 
(possibly empty) pairwise disjoint subsets of N. We consider det A [ a U /3l 
a u y] and assume without loss of generality that 01 U p and (Y U y are strictly 
increasing sequences (since sign determinacy is invariant with respect to row 
and column permutations). Thus 
detA[aUP(aUy] =det 
iHi 
= +det(A[aUfi(cwUy]@P), 
where P is a permutation matrix of order r and the f sign is determined by 
P. We define 
0 Abl~l 
0 A[Plul 
0 P 0 
of order p = 2r + t by exchanging columns of the above direct sum. Thus 
detA=(-l)‘det(A[aUfiI(YUy]@P), 
and so for fixed P, det A[aU PIa U y] has determined sign iff det A has 
determined sign. D( A[ (Y U /3la U y]) is the edge-induced directed subgraph 
of D(A) having an edge from i to j iff i E a U /3, j E a U y, and aij Z 0. We 
define D(R) as the directed supergraph formed from D( A [ (Y U fi la U y]) by 
adding an edge from yi to pi (written y,p,) iff pij = 1. Thus P adds to 
D( A[ (Y u Pla U y]) r edges from y to /3, establishing a complete pairing in 
this direction. Figure 1 illu:trates permissible directed edges between the 
node sets (Y, /3, and y in D(A); the solid lines indicate edges from D(A), and 
the broken line indicates edges associated with P. Note that edges are 
allowed within the set a, but not within either the set /? or the set y of nodes. 
LEMMA 1. The permutation matrix P = [pii] can be chosen so that if 
pil jr = 1, 1~ k < T, _ then each edge in { yi,pj, II< k < r } is in a disjoint 
simple cycle in D(A) unless det A = 0. 
Proof. For any permutation matrix P with piljk = 1, 1~ k < r, it is clear 
from (I), Figure 1, and the structure of d that det d = 0 unless each edge 
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FIG. 1. 
yiJj, is in some simple cycle in D(A). So suppose det d # 0, and set P = I. 
If the edges y&, 1~ i < r, are not in disjoint simple cycles, then without loss 
of generality there exists a simple cycle of the form 
where the a,, b, E a U fi U y and k, 1 > 0. On replacing the edges yj& and 
yjpj by yipi and yjfii (which con--sponds to interchanging rows i and j of 
P), the above simple cycle in D(A) is replaced by the two simple cycles 
Pia i... a,yj& and Pjbl... bryifij. 
By continuing in this manner, the desired permutation matrix P can be 
constructed. fl 
Without loss of generality we take P = I in all that follows (i.e., we 
assume that the sets /3 and y have been permuted so that P = Z satisfies the 
requirements of Lemma 1). We now also assume that m(G( A)) < 3 in all 
that follows; note tha,t m(D(A)), which is the length of the longest simple 
directed cycle in D(A), may be greater than 3. 
LEMMA 2. There arf no directed simple cycles containing two edges yi& 
and yjpj (i # j) in D(A). 
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Proof. Assume there exists a simple cycle of the form 
K, =P,a, . . . a,y&Sjb,. . . blYiPi> 
where the a,,b,EaUpu y and k, 1 > 0. From Lemma 1, yi& and yjpj 
are, respectively, in disjoint simple cycles 
where all oli,, ajL E a and p, q > 0. But then 
K, =&a I.. . a,yjaj, . . . ajB(Yj,Pjbl.. . blyiaip.. . (Yi,ffiyi,pi 
is an undirected cycle in G(A), which contains a simple undirected cycle of 
length > 4 consisting of a path in K, followed by a path in K,, a path in K,, 
and a path in K,. Since K, is simple, these two paths in K, are disjoint, 
implying that the cycle length is > 4 and contradicting m(G( A)) < 3. W 
In general, the cycles given by Lemma 1 need not be unique, but we do 
have the following result, 
LEMMA 3. For the matching described in L,enma 1, there exists a 
unique shortest simple cycle containing yipi in D(A). 
Proof If the length of the shortest cycle is 2, it is clearly unique. Any 
two shortest cycles of length > 2 containing y& must have the form 
Ki=fii(~i,...(~i~yiPi and Kz=Pi~j,...~jCyiPi 
where all cxiL, oj,- E (Y. If these cycles are distinct, then the symmetric dif - 
ference K, v K, = (K, U K,) - (K, f~ K,) is the union of simple cycles of 
even length > 4 (since K,, K, are shortest cycles), any two of which have at 
most one common node. Again, this contradicts m(G(A)) < 3, so K, = K,. n 
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We denote each unique shortest simple cycle by 
Ci =PiOLi,l”i,z”.OLi,k,YiPi, l<i<T, 
where k,>Oandall (Y~~EOL. 
LEMMA 4. Any directed simple cycle containing yipi in D(A) contains 
all of the nodes of Ci. 
Proof. Assume Ki = BibI.. . bkyiPi is a cycle in D(A) that does not 
contain all of the nodes of Ci. Then the symmetric difference Ki v C, is the 
union of simple cycles, at least one of which has length >, 4 (as Ci is the 
shortest cycle), which contradicts m( G( A)) < 3. n 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
We now restrict A to be an M-matrix, and note that if Ki is a directed 
simple cycle in D(A) of length m, > 1, and if Kj is a directed simple cycle of 
length m, + 1 which contains all of the nodes of Ki, then the sign of the value 
of K j is the negative of the sign of the value of K i. We now prove our main 
result, which indicates that n may be replaced by m(G(A)) in the simple 
observation made for n < 3 at the beginning of Section 2. 
THEOREM 1. lf A is an M-matrix with m(G(A)) < 3, then the sign of 
any minor depends only on G(A) and not on the magnitudes of the entries 
ofA. 
Proof. Our result is equivalent to proving that the sign of det A is 
determined. By (l), 
detA=(-l)P c ( - l)“(&. . . ~“JG,,,, . . G,>, 
m,+ ..‘+m,=p 
where the c,, are ordered so that Ci c c,,, for 1~ i < r, and c,,,,+ ,, . . . , c,,,* 
contain no nodes from fi or y. Letting the sum of the lengths of the 
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minimum-length cycles C, be m, then 
signdetA=(-l)psign”~‘i[ C (I&,...&) 
i=O m,+ .'. +tn,=p-i 
x c ( - lm,,., . 
m,, , + + m, = i 
= (- l)‘signp~~‘( C ( - W,,,, . . . c,, 
i=O m,+ +m,=p-i 
. . 
, . 
where the terms are grouped according to the sum of cycle lengths. As each 
term in the last summation is a principal minor of an M-matrix of order i, and 
s - r is the number of cycles, 
P-n’ i \ 
signdetd=( -1)‘sign c c ( - l)k_ . . . c;,,,( - 1y . 
i=O m,+ ... +nt,=p-i I 
By taking account of the sign changes between C,,,, and Ci, 
signdet R = ( - l)Psignpinl/ ( _ I)‘( _ l)p-iP”, 
i=O \,I,+ ..( +nr,=p-i 
X( -l)‘signCr,..signC~ 
i 
=( -l)psignC,.**sig*C~ C ( -l)r+p-vt 
i = 0 
=( -l)r-‘“signCr..~sign~. 
As the Ci are unique, the sign ci are fixed by G( LI), and so the result follows. 
n 
Since all minors of an M-matrix of order n < 3 have determined sign, the 
product of any two such [nonsingular] M-matrices has all principal minors 
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[positive] nonnegative (see [l]). The above theorem permits the following 
graph-theoretic generalization. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf A, B are [ nonsingular] M-matrices of order n with 
G(A) and G(B) subgraphs of an undirected graph G with m(G) < 3, then 
the product AB has [positive] nonnegative principal minors. 
Proof. The Cauchy-Binet theorem (see e.g. [Z]) gives det AB[R] = 
C,det A[R]S]det B[SlR], h w ere the summation is over all strictly increasing 
sequences of p integers chosen from 1 to n. One term in this sum is the 
product of principal minors and so is nonnegative (and positive if A, B are 
nonsingular), while the remaining terms are nonnegative, since by Theorem 1 
the minor of A and the complementary minor of B have the same fixed sign. 
n 
4. DISCUSSION 
The following example shows that when A is an M-matrix with m( D( A)) 
< 3, then the sign of each minor of A is no longer determined by the 
directed graph D(A). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
AzB c 
[ 1 0 F’ 
where B, C, E, F,O are matrices of order 3: 0 is the zero matrix, and 
B= 
For i = 1,2, Ai is a reducible nonsingular M-matrix with m(G( A,)) = 6 and 
m(D(A,)) = 3, but det A,[1235123461 = 1 whereas det A,[1235(2346] = - 1, 
although the Ai have identical undirected graphs and digraphs. Note also 
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that det A i [234611235] = 0, so that these products give zero contribution in 
the Cauchy-Binet sum for principal minors of A,A,. We conjecture that the 
corollary above remains true when the directed graph is used (as in [l]) as a 
measure of the longest simple cycle, rather than the undirected graph. 
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